It's The Harry Potter Parody Minutes!!!!
(just in time for the movie tomorrow)

LINKS:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tx1XIIm6q4r4 (I had to... it's a classic)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HPVhmZodaLA (HILARIOUS)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wmwM_AKeMCK (this is just part 1)

MINUTES:

1. Last opportunity to see Noises Off! Go see it! Hamman Hall. Some say Sigrid simulates sex? That magnificent alliteration should be reason enough to go!

2. "As you may have noticed there wasn't a fire drill today." It's a good thing that was pointed out, because usually it's pretty hard for me to tell when the fire alarm is or isn't going off.

3. We have a yearbook? If you have any pictures of Martel events or embarrassing pictures of your friends, send them to Savannah so your friends' shitshow-ness can be captured for posterity.

4. Duncan Dedication this Friday. Surprise! It's Duncan that's not really a college. MBYM!

5. SA- there will be an alcohol policy forum coming up. If someone could go and suggest that all MICs be erased that would be great. My reputation thanks you in advance. Only North and East are going to be open next semester on Saturdays, so we will get more food. All rejoice!

6. If you have a car, sign up to carpool to Harry Potter. We all know you can't apparate within the walls of Martel and broomsticks are expensive, so sign up to drive your muggle friends please.

7. Academic Advising survey in the announcements. I would like to reiterate: take it or Brian will use his academic magic and won't let you graduate.

8. The Rice Review is our Literary Magazine, so submit your angst-filled musings online before December 1st. Publish or perish!

9. The game room is being fixed (new pool table, air hockey table, etc.) so you can have new surfaces to have inappropriate public sex on (jk please don't do that).

10. We are clearing out 419. Any input on what to do with the empty room? Izzy wants a karaoke room. My suggestion: as per usual, puppy petting zoo.
11. Floor lords now have vacuums and various things (unfortunately, not including stripper poles... not that I asked or anything)


13. Make a list of everything your committee has and send it to Page. In case anyone was wondering, my committee, the Technology Committee, has nothing.

14. Someone needs to take the helm of the Superbowl Party and take it all the way for a touchdown if ya know what I'm saying.

15. This is the second to last Parliament of the semester :( meaning my second to last minutes and the second to last time that Brian will be here. Sad times. In fact, I wrote these announcements using my pool of tears as ink. If you see new people in Brian's apartment next semester, call RUPD, just kidding... they're your new RAs.

16. Motion to have Parliament in the game room. The motions for locations keep spiraling out of control until I hear someone yell "motion to have Parliament on the roof." Ridiculous. Following the inundation of suggestions, John motions to have more comfortable chairs. I second. Also, I'm not gonna lie, that someone was me.

17. Go out and support football for their last game. Women's basketball won tonight. Teddy surprisingly makes no empty promises.

18. BEER BIKEEEEEEEE!!! First chug practice after next Parliament.

19. You can go on the H&D website and suggest things. SUGGEST A SECOND OMELETTE GUY.

20. Bike rep applications are out.

21. The Pillowman is still running. They're going to be "dicking around" during their next performance. Erik and J. Daniel's Vision for the Second Semester continues with a beer vote.

22. The dog has an announcement. Wait they said Doug. I got really excited that we had a talking dog. He finally has a P card (v card debatable).

23. The laundry room is a mess. Ross will either a) donate them or b) burn them. But he "WILL donate them though." I'm terrified.
MEMBERS IN ATTENDANCE:

Kevin "Harry Potter" Tran
Erik "Cedric Diggory" Tanner
Emma "Neville Longbottom" Campbell
Page "Luna Lovegood" Robinson
Amy "Hedwig" Altchuler
Toni "Molly Weasley" Sebastian
Amy "Rita Skeeter" Buxbaum
Katie "Draco Malfoy" Ortbahn
Aryan "Viktor Krum" Sameri
J. Daniel "Sirius Black" Hays
Kara "Bellatrix Lestrange" Calhoun
Fahad "Dobby" Punjwani
Mary "Hermione Granger" Allen
Jordan "Aragog" Schermerhorn
Tommy "Voldemort" Nguyen
Doug "Dudley Dursley" Chen
Meghan "Katie Bell" Nenniger
Yianni "Moaning Myrtle" Georgeton
Kaio "Ron Weasley" Ferreira
Teddy "Godric Gryffindor" Grodek
Jake "The Fat Lady (because he lets everyone in if ya know what I'm sayin)" Keller
Savannah "Professor McGonagall" Ritter
Mika "Cho Chang" Tabata
Oanh "Lily Potter" Truong
Denis "Peeves" Leahy
Izzy "Lavender Brown" Spanwick
Torrey "Nymphadora Tonks" Luttrell
Ted "Dumbledore" Temzelides
Jeff "Percy Weasley" Frey
Brian "Remus Lupin" Gibson